We integrate into plant models three elements of plant representation identified as important by artists: posture (manifested in curved stems and elongated leaves), gradual variation of features, and the progression of the drawing process from overall silhouette to local details. The resulting algorithms increase the visual realism of plant models by offering an intuitive control over plant form and supporting an interactive modeling process. The algorithms are united by the concept of expressing local attributes of plant architecture as functions of their location along the stems.
Introduction
Forward simulation of development is a well established paradigm for modeling plants. It underlies, for example, the AMAP simulation software [9] and modeling methods based on L-systems [28] . In both cases, a plant is modeled using a set of rules that describe the emergence and growth of individual plant components. The simulation program traces their fate over time, and integrates them into the structure of the whole plant. Over the years, the simulation paradigm has been extended to include a wide range of interactions between plants and their environments [15, 21] . The resulting models have gained acceptance as a research tool in biology and have led to increasingly convincing visualizations. In image synthesis applications, however, the simulation-based approach has several drawbacks:
Visual realism of the models is linked to the biological and physical accuracy of simulations. This requires the modeler to have a good understanding of the underlying processes, makes comprehensive models complicated, and results in long simulation times. have long been understood by artists (Figure 1 ). Important elements include plant posture, defined by the angles of insertion and curvature of organs, and the arrangement and gradual variation of organs on their supporting stems. The drawing process progresses in a global-to-local fashion, from silhouette to detail. Inspired by the quality of botanical illustrations, we have developed a plant modeling method that supports similar elements and processes. The proposed method inverts the local-to-global operation of simulation-based models by progressing from global plant characteristics specified by the user to algorithmically generated details. The algorithms are united by their use of positional information, which we define as the position of plant components along the axes of their supporting stems or branches. User-defined functions map this information to morphogenetic gradients [2] , which describe the distributions of features along the axes. The notions of positional information and morphogenetic gradients unify and generalize several plant-modeling concepts that have already appeared in botanical and computer graphics literature. Following their review (Section 2), we outline our modeling software environment, focusing on the language that we use to formally describe the algorithms and models (Section 3). We then develop the mathematical foundations of plant modeling based on positional information: the modeling and framing of individual axes (Section 4), and their partitioning into internodes (Section 5). In Section 6, we present the resulting modeling method from the modeler's perspective, and illustrate its applications using plants and plant structures organized along a single axis. In Section 7, we address the important special case of organ arrangement in closely packed spiral phyllotactic patterns. Finally, in Section 8, we extend the proposed modeling method to plants with higher-order branches, including trees. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the results, applications, and problems open for further research (Section 9). Proofs of selected mathematical results pertinent to the use of positional information in the modeling of plants are presented in the Appendices.
Previous work
Applications of positional information have their origins in early descriptive plant models created by biologists: the poplar model by Burk et al. [7] and the larch sapling model by Remphrey and Powell [30] . In both cases, the length of lateral branches was expressed as a function of their position on the main stem. The models were visualized as two-dimensional line drawings. In computer graphics, a related concept was first applied to model trees by Reeves and Blau [29] , who expressed the length of firstorder branches as the distance from the branching point to a userspecified surface defining the silhouette of the tree. Higher-order branches were generated algorithmically, with "many parameters inherited from the parent." A more elaborated model was introduced by Weber and Penn [36] . They characterized a tree using several positional functions, and pointed to an advantage of this technique: "Since our parameters can address the character of an entire stem and not just its segmentto-segment nature, we allow users to make changes on a level they can more easily understand and visualize." Lintermann and Deussen incorporated positional information into their interactive plant modeling program xfrog [18, 19] . The position of a sample point along an axis may affect the length of an internode, the length of a branch, the magnitude of a branching angle, and other attributes. Functions that map positions to attribute values Figure 2 : A snapshot of the L-studio/cpfg screen. The model can be manipulated using textual and graphical editors displayed on the right side of the screen. In this example, the outline of the fishbone water fern leaf (Blechnum nudum) is being defined using a graphical function editor. A gallery under the editor's window provides access to various functions used in this model. The second row of tabs near the top of the screen makes it possible to select other editors, such as the textual editor of the L-system that has been used to specify the algorithmic structure of this model.
can be specified graphically, by editing function plots, or textually, by editing algebraic expressions. The authors did not describe in detail the algorithms underlying their software, but experience with xfrog was an inspiration for our work. From the user interface perspective, the editing of function plots is an extension of the interactive manipulation of plant parameters using sliders [23, 28] .
The modeling environment
We have adapted the L-system-based modeling software Lstudio/cpfg [27] to the needs of modeling using positional information. A screenshot of the system in operation is shown in Figure 2 . An L-studio model consists of two basic components: a description of a generative algorithm in the cpfg modeling language [25] , and a set of graphically defined entities. These entities can be defined and manipulated using the L-studio function, curve, surface and material editors [27] , or imported from external sources. The fundamental constructs of the cpfg language are rewriting rules, or productions. The program supports both parallel application of productions, characteristic of L-systems [28] , and sequential application of productions, characteristic of Chomsky grammars [8] . In the context of plant modeling, these formalisms compare as follows. L-system productions capture the development of plant components over time. For example, the division of a mother cell into two daughter cells and can be described by the production . In the case of multicellular organisms, L-system productions are applied in parallel to advance time consistently in all cells. The simulation is completed when the organism reaches a predefined terminal age, corresponding to a given number of derivation steps.
Chomsky grammars, in contrast, characterize the structure of plants, that is, the distribution of their features and components in space. The fact that organism consists of parts and can again be expressed by a production, for example , but such a decomposition rule has a different meaning and functions in a different way than its L-system counterpart. Since non-overlapping substructures can be partitioned independently from each other, the decomposition rules may be applied sequentially. Furthermore, the appropriate condition for terminating a decomposition process is the reaching of terminal symbols, which represent components that cannot be divided further. Our intended use of positional information is to capture the distribution of plant features and components in space. Consequently, the meaning and formal properties of productions used in this paper correspond with the definition of Chomsky grammars. In the big picture of a complete plant modeling software design, the switch from L-systems to Chomsky grammars amounts to a relatively minor modification of the code. Consequently, our modeling language, outlined below, expands, rather than replaces, features of the earlier purely L-system-based implementations of the cpfg modeling language [13, 28] . As in the case of L-systems, a branching structure is represented by a bracketed string of modules (symbols with associated parameters). Matching pairs of brackets enclose branches. Derivation begins with an initial string identified by the keyword axiom. Context-free productions are specified using the syntax
where ÔÖ is the predecessor (a single module), and ×Ù is the successor (a bracketed string of modules) [25] . The optional field ÓÒ is the condition (logical expression) that guards production application. Fields ÐÓ ½ and ÐÓ ¾ are sequences of C statements. The first block is executed before the evaluation of the condition. If the condition is true, the second block is also evaluated and the production is applied. For example, the rule
can be applied to module A(4), subdividing it into modules ´¾µ ´¿µ .
The cpfg language also supports context-sensitive productions, in which the strict predecessor (module being replaced) ÔÖ may be preceded by one or more modules constituting the left context, and/or followed by modules constituting the right context. These contexts are separated from the strict predecessor by symbols and respectively. For example, production ´Üµ ´Ýµ ´Þµ Ü · Þ ¼ Å´Ý ¾µAE´Ý ¾µ (3) decomposes module into a pair of modules Å and AE , provided that module appears in the context of modules and , and the sum of their parameters is greater then 0. In the scope of this paper, context is limited to query symbols, discussed later on. In order to conveniently specify morphogenetic gradients inherent in the use of positional information, we have extended the cpfg modeling language with function calls of the form ÙÒ ´ Ü µ. The integer number is the identifier of a planar B-spline curve and the real number Ü is the function argument. Function plots are manipulated using the interactive function editor (Figure 2 ). It constrains the motion of the control points that define the function plots to guarantee that they assign a unique value Ý to each argument Ü. The modeling language also supports function calls of the form ÙÖÚ ´ ×µ, ÙÖÚ ´ ×µ, ÙÖÚ ´ ×µ, and Ø Ò ´ ×µ, Ø Ò ´ ×µ, Ø Ò ´ ×µ, where is the identifier of an arbitrary B-spline curve. These calls return coordinates of a point on the curve and of the tangent vector at this point, given the arc-length distance × from the curve origin. The call ÙÖÚ Ä Ò´ µ returns the total length of the curve. To create a graphical model, the derived string is scanned sequentially and reserved modules are interpreted as commands to a LOGO-style turtle [28] . At any point within the string, the turtle state is characterized by a position vector È and three mutually perpendicular orientation vectors À, Ä, and Í that indicate the turtle's heading, the direction to the left, and the up direction ( Figure 3 ). The coordinates of these vectors can be accessed using query modules of the form
where is the vector to be accessed, one of È , À, Ä, or Í [26] . Module causes the turtle to draw a line in the current direction, while modules causes the turtle to move without drawing a line.
Modules ·, , ², , , and Ò rotate the turtle around one of the vectors À Ä, or Í , as shown in Figure 3 . Many symbols are overloaded; for example, · and denote the modules that rotate the turtle as well as the usual arithmetic operations. The length of the line and the magnitude of the rotation angle can be given globally or specified as parameters of individual modules. Branches are created using a stack mechanism: the opening square bracket pushes the current state of the turtle on the stack, and the closing bracket restores it to the last saved state. Other interpreted symbols will be introduced with the sample models.
Modeling curved limbs
The shape of curved limbs, such as stems and elongated leaves, is "vital in capturing the character of a species" [37] . In computer graphics, this was first recognized by Bloomenthal [5] , who applied generalized cylinders to model tree branches. A generalized cylinder is obtained by sweeping a planar generating curve, which determines the organ's cross section, along a carrier curve [16] that defines the organ's axis. The generating curve may be closed, as is typically the case for stems, or open, as for thin leaves, and it may change size and shape while being swept [33] . It also must be properly oriented with respect to the carrier curve. The Frenet frame [34] , which is frequently used for this purpose, creates well known problems along straight sections of the carrier curve and at inflection points, where it is not defined. It also twists ½ ¼ AE in the proximity of the inflection points [6] . To avoid these problems, we propose an alternative solution based on the use of turtle geometry. This solution subsumes the Frenet frame, as well as the twistminimizing parallel transport frame [3, 6, 14] , as special cases. The turtle frame was previously used by Jirasek et al. [15] in the context of biomechanical modeling of plant branches. The carrier curve is defined as a sequence of infinitesimal turtle movements. Let × denote the arc-length distance of the turtle from the origin of this curve. To define a smooth curve, we specify functions À´×µ, Ä´×µ and Í´×µ that characterize the rates of turtle's rotations around the axes À Ä Í as the turtle moves (we use the term "rate of rotation" although × is a spatial coordinate and not time). The infinitesimal rotations ªÀ, ªÄ and ªÍ between curve points È´×µ and È´× · ×µ are then given by the equations:
ªÀ À´×µ × ªÄ Ä´×µ × ªÍ Í´×µ × (4)
This specification yields a uniquely defined curve and moving reference frame (Appendix A.1). After replacing the infinitesimal increments × by finite increments ¡×, we obtain the following straightforward algorithm for modeling elongated plant organs: the cylinder axis without affecting the shape of the axis. This is convenient when defining twisted organs. The second production (line 22) removes the apex at the end of cylinder generation, by replacing it with the empty symbol¯. Figure 4 shows sample leaves and stems generated by this Algorithm, with all functions specified using the interactive function editor (Section 3).
From the user's perspective, functions Ä, Í, À, and width, control bending, twist, and tapering of a generalized cylinder. Our experience confirms Barr's observation that such deformations are intuitive operations for modeling three-dimensional objects [1] . On the other hand, the user may prefer to specify the shape of an axis directly, for example as a spline curve. If this is the case, we frame it (i.e., compute turtle's rotations ªÍ, ªÄ and ªÀ) as follows. Let È´×µ × ¾ ¼ , be a given smooth curve. Assume that it has been framed by a moving turtle; the turtle's heading vector À thus coincides with the tangent vector Ì to the curve for all × ¾ ¼ .
Denote by À Ä Í the turtle orientation at point È´×µ of this curve 
By taking dot products of the first and last expression with vectors Ä and Í , we obtain:
By substituting Ì ¼ for À ¼ to emphasize that Ì ¼ is a given tangent vector to the curve being framed, we obtain finally:
Equations 10 constrain two rotational degrees of freedom. The third angle ªÀ remains unconstrained, because it is multiplied by 0 in Equation 7 . This implies that a moving turtle frame can be assigned to a given curve in different ways. In particular, if we set À´×µ in such a way that vector Ä (or Í ) always lies in the osculating plane, we obtain the Frenet frame, and if À´×µ ¼, we obtain the parallel transport frame. We commonly use the latter, because it minimizes rotations of the reference frame around the axis of the generalized cylinder. The resulting algorithm for approximating and framing a given curve È´×µ using a sequence of turtle motions is given below. 
The initial structure consists of apex followed by query modules Í and Ä (line 4). The parameter of the apex represents the current position of the turtle, measured as its arc-length distance from the origin of curve È. The production (lines 6 to 10) creates an organ axis as a sequence of generalized cylinder slices of length ¡×, A sample application of Algorithm 2 is shown in Figure 
The turtle frame also plays an important role in orienting the organs and branches that are attached to an axis. Before discussing this in detail, we will consider the spacing of organs along an axis.
Organ spacing
We call points at which organs are attached to an axis the nodes, and the axis segments delimited by them the internodes. Let To achieve a more stable behavior, we observe that ½ ´×µ can be interpreted as the local density of nodes, in the sense that the integer part of the integral
represents the number of internodes between node ×¼ and point × on the axis. Thus, given the initial node ×¼, positions of the subsequent nodes correspond to the integer increments of the value of function AE , that is, AE´×Ó × ·½µ AE´×Ó × µ · ½ (Figure 6c 
Second, if ´×µ is a linear function, ´×µ × · , the length of consecutive internodes changes in a geometric sequence, Ð ·½ Ð (proof in Appendix A.3). The ease of defining geometric sequences is important, because their approximations are often observed in nature (according to Niklas, they form the "null hypothesis" [22] ).
The algorithm for placing nodes according to a given function ´×µ is presented below.
Algorithm 3
1 Axiom: A(0,0) 2
The initial structure consists of apex (line 1). The first parameter represents the distance of the current point on the axis from the axis base, as in Algorithms 1 and 2. The second parameter represents the fractional part of the integral AE´¼ × µ given by Equation 11 .
The production in lines 3 to 7 creates the axis as a sequence of segments of length ¡×, separated by markers of potential node locations . If the Ð is zero, module is subsequently erased (line 9). When exceeds 1, the Ð is set (line 6) to produce a node marked by symbols Ó (line 10). 
Modeling single-compound plant structures
We have combined the methods for framing and partitioning an axis into the following algorithm, which makes it possible to model a variety of single-compound structures (sequences of organs supported by a single stem). Definitions of graphical functions and constants used in previous algorithms have not been included. Secondary features, such as the randomization of values returned by functions, have also been omitted. The key new element is the third production (lines 17 to 20), which inserts a pair of organs at the node. The organs are defined as instances of a predefined surface Ä, with the length, width and angle of insertion determined by functions of position ×.
In order to present the operation of Algorithm 4 from a user's perspective, let us consider the process of modeling a Pellaea falcata (sickle fern) leaf. The photograph of the target structure is shown in Figure 7a . Construction begins with a generic single-compound (pinnate) leaf (b), which is generated when all graphically defined functions are set to their default constant values. The length of the leaflets is then modified as a function of their position on the stem (c). Since the leaf silhouette is determined by the extent of its component leaflets, this function controls the overall leaf shape. The next two functions define the lengths of the internodes (d) and the values of the branching angles between the stem and the leaflets (e). The stem shape is then established by manipulating a parametric curve (f). Finally, the branching angles and the leaflet lengths are randomized to capture the unorganized variation present in the original leaf (g). The model also makes use of functions that have not been shown in Figure 7 , which define the taper of the stem and the width of the leaflets. In the above example, the individual leaflets have been modeled as predefined surfaces Ä, scaled in length and width using functions of their position on the stem (lines 18 to 20 in Algorithm 4). Leaves, petals and similar organs can also be modeled as generalized cylinders with Algorithm 1. We use this technique in most A distinctive feature of Helichrysum bracteatum (a strawflower, Figure 9 ) is the posture of petals (ray florets), which are more curved near the center of the flower head than on the outside. To capture this gradient, the position of the petals on the main axis of the flower head was used to interpolate between two curves that describe the extreme postures of the petals.
A similar technique made it possible to control the shape of leaves and petals in the beargrass model (Figure 10) . Photographs of the inflorescences that we used as a reference to construct this model are shown in Figure 11 .
Compact phyllotactic patterns
In spiral phyllotactic patterns, the individual organs, e.g. petals, florets, or scales, are often densely packed on their supporting surface (the receptacle), as illustrated by the model of beargrass. Modeling such patterns using Algorithm 4 requires a coordinated manipulation of the radius of the receptacle, the size of the organs being placed, and their vertical displacement (corresponding to the internode length). In this section we facilitate the modeling process by relating the vertical displacement to the radius of the supporting surface and the size of organs. Both the radius and the organ size can be defined as functions of organ position on the receptacle, making it possible to capture a wide range of forms and patterns. The proposed model has the same generative power as the collision-based model of phyllotaxis introduced by Fowler et al. [11] , but operates faster because it avoids the explicit detection of collisions between organs. Vogel [35] provided the first mathematical description of phyllotactic patterns used for computer graphics purposes [28] . His model places equally sized organs on the surface of a flat disk, stating that the Ò-th organ will have polar coordinates:
where is a constant. The angular displacement of ½¿ AE between consecutive organs is treated as empirical data, reproduced but not explained by the model. The formula for the radial displacement Ö is justified by two observations: (a) since organs are placed from the disk center outwards, the ordering number Ò of the organ placed at a distance Ö from the center is equal to the total number of organs Vogel's model abstracts from the shape of organs and places them in a disk according to the area they occupy. Lintermann and Deussen proposed a similar approximation to derive a formula for placing organs on the surface of a sphere [19] . Both approaches are subsumed by the model of Ridley [31] , which operates on arbitrary surfaces of revolution. Our algorithm is based on Ridley's analysis. Let´ Ü´×µ Ý´×µµ × ¾ ¼ Ä be a parametric definition of a planar curve that generates the receptacle when rotated around the Ý axis of the coordinate system ( Figure 12 ). We assume natural parameterization of the curve , which means that parameter × is the arc-length distance of point´ Ü´×µ Ý´×µµ from the origin of this curve. The area of the infinitesimal slice of the receptacle generated by the arc × × · × is then equal to ¾ Ü´×µ × (Figure 12 ). We denote by ¾´× µ the area occupied by an organ placed on the receptacle at a distance × from the origin of the generating curve . As in the case of partitioning an axis into internodes (Section 5), we can interpret ½ ¾´× µ as the organ density at ×. The integer part of the integral
is then equal to the total number of organs placed in the portion In realistic models, we replace spheres Ç by models of plant organs, as in [11] . For example, Figure 14 shows two developmental stages of the inflorescence of Kniphofia sp. (red-hot poker plant), in which florets have been modeled using generalized cylinders. In Figure 15 the algorithm has been additionally modified to allow for a curved cone axis. This modification is equivalent to the deformation of a straight cone, performed as a postprocessing step. ever, to generate structures in which the main axis supports entire substructures. For example, the Spiraea sp. twig shown in Figure 16 was constructed using Algorithm 4 twice: first to place the flower-bearing shoots along the main stem, then to place the leaves and the flowers within each shoot. In this case, all shoots have been assumed equal, except for the different shoot axis shapes caused by their orthotropism (tendency to grow vertically). In general, however, the supported structures may vary in a systematic manner, reflecting a morphogenetic gradient along the main stem. To capture this gradient, we assume that, given two branches of the same order, the shorter branch is identical (up to the effects of tropisms and random variation) to the top portion of the longer branch. This concept of branch mapping is supported by both biological arguments and simulation results. Biologically, it is related to the fact that apical meristems, the main engines of plant development, are located at the distal ends of branches. Thus, if branch develops over a shorter time or at a slower rate than an otherwise equivalent branch , branch will resemble the top portion of . A modeling example supporting the use of branch mapping is shown in Figure 17 . An inflorescence of common lilac Syringa vulgaris (a) has been measured and reconstructed at three levels of accuracy: with all architectural information present (b), using the assumption that all flowers are identical (c), and using the assumption that shorter branches are identical to the top portions of the longer branches of the same order (d). Although reconstruction (d) is visually the least accurate, it still matches the real structure well. Branch mapping makes it possible to define all branches of the same order using one set of functions. This concept is captured by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 6
/ ( int len(Ó Ö Ð), branch ang(Ó Ö Ð) and branch len(Ó Ö Ð) characterize morphogenetic gradients: the width and length of internodes, the branching angles at which the child branches are inserted, and the length of these child branches. All axes of the same order share the same set of functions. Within an axis of length , parameter × ranges from the initial value of Ñ Ü (assigned to the newly created apices in lines 7 and 9) to the maximum value of Ñ Ü (condition in line 3). Thus, morphogenetic gradients along shorter axes are aligned with the distal portion of the longest axis of the same order, as required for branch mapping. Predefined flowers Ã are placed at the ends of the branches (line 12). Examples of lilac inflorescences generated by Algorithm 6 are shown in Figure 18 . Lilac inflorescences have decussate phyllotaxis. As was the case for Algorithm 4, a small modification of Algorithm 6 makes it possible to generate structures with spiral phyllotaxis. An example of the resulting structure -the inflorescence of an Astilbe plant -is shown in Figure 19 . Algorithm 6 can also be applied to approximate trees with clearly delineated branch axes (many young trees satisfy this criterion). If the axes of first-order branches are approximately straight and higher-order branches are relatively short, the outline of the tree crown is determined by the extent of the first-order branches and The problem of generating trees given their silhouettes occurs in several applications. One of them is the modeling and rendering of plant ecosystems. According to the approach proposed by Deussen et al. [10] , the complexity of ecosystem modeling can be addressed by performing an individual-based simulation of the whole ecosystem, then replacing the coarse plant models used in this simulation with their detailed counterparts. The modeling method described in the present paper provides a means of creating plant models that match silhouettes determined at the ecosystem level ( Figure 21 ).
Conclusions
We have explored the idea of plant modeling with functions that relate features of a plant to their positions along plant axes. Our experience confirms previous observations that this use of positional information is intuitive and well suited to the interactive modeling of plants. Visually important aspects of plant appearanceposture, the arrangement of components, and the overall silhouette -can easily be captured and controlled, while the procedural approach removes the tedium of specifying and placing each plant component individually. The algorithms are sufficiently fast to support interactive plant modeling on current personal computers. We demonstrated the power of the modeling with positional information by recreating the form of several plants found in nature, presented on photographs, or depicted in drawings. The modeled structures range from individual leaves to compound herbaceous plants and trees. The use of positional information is not limited to interactive modeling applications. We showed this by incorporating detailed tree models into a plant ecosystem model that only provided coarse characteristics of tree silhouettes. A related potential application is the automatic generation of plant models that match silhouettes of real trees, given their photographs [32] . At the technical level, our paper contributes: (a) a conceptual distinction between L-systems and Chomsky grammars as formal bases of developmental and structural plant models; (b) a generalized method for framing plant axes, free of the artifacts of the Frenet frame; (c) a robust method for spacing organs along plant axes; (d) an analytic method for generating phyllotactic patterns on arbitrary surfaces of revolution, based on Ridley's model; (e) the notion of branch mapping and its application to the modeling of compound plant structures; and (f) an example of the modeling system that integrates all of these concepts. One open research problem is the use of constraints. In Algorithm 5 we introduced a relation between organ size and available space to constrain organ position in phyllotactic patterns. Many other relations have also been identified by biologists and can be applied to plant modeling [17] . By incorporating them into the algorithms we may further facilitate the modeling process. Specifically, constraints may reduce the number of parameters and functions that must be specified explicitly, while enforcing biological plausibility of the resulting structures. Another interesting problem falls in the domain of interactive modeling techniques. In the present implementation, the user manipulates function plots, curves, and surfaces that are displayed separately from the model. A direct manipulation interface, in which the user would interact with the modeled structure itself, may lead to an even more intuitive modeling process.
A Appendices

A.1 Fundamental theorem of differential turtle geometry
The method for modeling curved limbs presented in Section 4 is based on the following extension of the fundamental theorem of differential geometry for three-dimensional curves [34, page 61] to the turtle reference frame. Theorem. Let À´×µ Ä´×µ Í´×µ denote a moving reference frame defined on an interval ¼ . Furthermore, let À´¼µ Ä´¼µ Í´¼µ be the 
